OPEN CALL

OPEN CALL
STONEWALL_UCKERMARK
On the 29th of June 2019 the uprisings that have

which will be shot during summer and will be

come to be known as the Stonewall Riots in

premiered at HAU Hebbel am Ufer in Berlin in au-

Christopher Street in New York turn 50. A histori-

tumn this year: a queer Heimatfilm.
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cal event that has become the foundational myth
of a queer emancipation movement and – as an

The main character of the fiction, Markus Ha-

act of successful resistance, mostly by Black

wemann (played by Tucké Royale), has always

transwomen*, drag queens, sexworkers, home-

lived in Uckermark. Sometimes he daydreams

less people and Latinas* – is celebrated annually

about a queer family joining him; by the lake,

and globally as Christopher Street Day.

at the bus stop, or in the Plattenbau where he

We, Tucké Royale and Johannes Maria Schmit,

shoot with you and the main cast.

lives. Those are the scenes we would like to
take this, in co-production with HAU Hebbel am
Ufer, as a reason to celebrate at an unexpected

We take the past half century as a good reason

site. Come along and be there, when the age of

to remember and reflect as well as to celebrate

new self-evidence begins!

our existence as intersectional beings. A return
to the peripheral and non-bourgeois narratives

On the anniversary of the Stonewall Riots a con-

in the countryside.

voy of Golf 2 cars sets out for Uckermark, a region one hour north of Berlin. Stations on the

The amount of participants is limited. Please

12-hour trip are both initiatives and projects

write us to the e-mail adress below by the

that have a longstanding history of engaging in

10th of May in a few words who you are or

LGBTIQ* struggles, as well as sites that are car-

why you would like to join. By the end of May

rying the memory of queer victories and experi-

we will get back to you via e-mail:

ences. By joining the tour you are also beco-

stonewall50@schuldenbergfilms.com

ming part of the movie “Stonewall_Uckermark”,
• Departure: 29.6.2019, 9:30 a.m., HAU Hebbel am Ufer (HAU2), Hallesches Ufer 32, 10963 Berlin
• A driver’s license is welcome, but not necessary. Please let us know in the e-mail.
• It is possible to join the convoy in Brandenburg as well. Please let us know in your e-mail.
• Food will be provided.
• Dress-Code: Come as YOU are / Impress yourself!
• The cars will bring you back to Berlin by the end of the day.
➞ www.hebbel-am-ufer.de
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